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WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"TENNESSEE MATTERS" PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM

This weekly news and information program covers a variety of statewide public affairs topics and interviews persons of interest who 

make an impact both nationally and regionally.  Program airs Sundays at 7:00AM.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

7/4/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters Tennessee is the home of the blues, bluegrass, country, gospel, soul, rockabilly, 

and rock ‘n’ roll— delivering an unparalleled experience of beauty, history, and 

family adventure, infused with music that creates a vacation that is the 

“Soundtrack of America. Made in Tennessee.”  As Commissioner of the Tennessee 

Department of Tourist Development, Mark Ezell is responsible for the growth 

strategy and overall branding of the state's global tourism footprint.

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

7/11/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters Tennessee Commissioner of Health, Dr. Lisa Piercey, provides an update on covid 

vaccines in the state. Dawn Bunne from the Tennessee Chapter of the Alzheimer’s 

Association discusses the significance of a new drug to treat the disease called 

Aduhelm.   

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

7/18/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters Tennessee Commissioner of Health, Dr. Lisa Piercey, provides an update on covid 

vaccines in the state. Dawn Bunne from the Tennessee Chapter of the Alzheimer’s 

Association discusses the significance of a new drug to treat the disease called 

Aduhelm.   

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

7/25/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters The FDA has approved a drug called Aduhelm to treat Alzheimer’s disease. This is 

a new type of Alzheimer’s treatment that addresses the disease in a way that has 

never been done before. Dr. Jonathan Liss,  a Neurologist specializing on 

cognitive health who had a role in the trials of the new drug, Dawne Bunn, 

Executive Director of the Alzheimer’s Association/TN Chapter and Denise Arrabas 

whose mom is in later stages of the disease, discuss reaction to the new drug.  

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

8/1/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters The Jason Foundation is dedicated to the prevention of the “Silent Epidemic” of 

youth suicide through educational and awareness programs that equip young people, 

educators/youth workers and parents with the tools and resources to help identify 

and assist at-risk youth. Jason Foundation President, Clark Flatt, discusses 

their work.

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

8/8/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters Tari Hughes, CEO of The Center for Non Profit Management, discusses their work to 

assist and grow non-profits throughout Tennessee.

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

8/15/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters The Tennessee Highway Patrol is responsible for enforcing all laws relating to 

traffic on the state's highways. The agency was created to protect the lives, 

property, and constitutional rights of people in Tennessee. Lt Bill Miller, 

Public Information Officer for the Tennessee Highway Patrol and the Tennessee 

Department of Safety & Homeland Security, discusses their work.

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

8/22/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters Tennessee is the home of the blues, bluegrass, country, gospel, soul, rockabilly, 

and rock ‘n’ roll— delivering an unparalleled experience of beauty, history, and 

family adventure, infused with music that creates a vacation that is the 

“Soundtrack of America. Made in Tennessee.”  As Commissioner of the Tennessee 

Department of Tourist Development, Mark Ezell is responsible for the growth 

strategy and overall branding of the state's global tourism footprint.

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark



WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"TENNESSEE MATTERS" PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM

This weekly news and information program covers a variety of statewide public affairs topics and interviews persons of interest who 

make an impact both nationally and regionally.  Program airs Sundays at 7:00AM.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

8/29/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters The Tennessee Highway Safety Office is a division of the Tennessee Department of 

Safety and Homeland Security advocating for traffic safety. The THSO’s mission is 

to reduce Tennessee traffic fatalities and they work to achieve this goal by 

changing driver behavior through increased education, enforcement, and community 

partnerships.

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

9/5/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters The Tennessee Commission on Aging and Disability is dedicated to working for 

older Tennesseans and adults with disabilities by providing leadership and 

guidance for a system that promotes health, dignity, independence, and security 

through an array of community and in-home services, the protection of rights, and 

the implementation of best practices. James Dunn, Executive Director of the 

Tennessee Commission on Aging and Disability, discusses their services.

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

9/12/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters The Tennessee Higher Education Commission is focused on increasing the number of 

Tennesseans with a post secondary credential by innovating for student access and 

success, creating a policy environment conducive to increased degree attainment, 

and protecting students and consumers. Emily House is the Executive Director of 

the Tennessee Higher Education Commission and the Tennessee Student Assistance 

Corporation

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

9/19/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters The Department of Agriculture serves the citizens of Tennessee by providing 

options for responsible use of agricultural and forest resources, developing 

economic opportunities, safeguarding food and fiber, and ensuring equity in the 

marketplace. Dr. Charlie Hatcher, Commissioner, discuses agriculture in 

Tennessee.

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

9/26/2021 07:00 30:00 29031 Tennessee Matters Tennessee 811 is an advance notification service to operators of underground 

facilities anywhere within the state to provide the best communication, education 

and notification to prevent damage to underground utilities. Craig Ingram Public 

Awareness Manager for Tennessee 811, encourages everyone to call TN 811 before 

digging

Tennessee Radio Network, 

Host: John Clark

[END QTR]



WUTM-FM "TENNESSEE HOME AND FARM RADIO" PUBLIC AFFAIRS FEATURE

This news and information feature is a production of the Tennessee Farm Bureau and is distributed daily by the Tennessee 

Radio Network (TRN).  This feature is a news and information vignette and covers many current event topics related to 

rural communities and the industry of agriculture across Tennessee. It features local guests as well as experts from 

across the state speaking on various topics.  This feature airs twice daily, Monday through Friday at 11:20AM and 4:20PM 

Central, and is two minutes in length.  The feature is hosted by Tennessee Farm Bureau's Lee Maddox and Amy Beckham.  

Summaries of topics are listed below.

DATE DESCRIPTION

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

07/01/2021 (Thu) Tennessee Governor Bill Lee became the first sitting Tennessee Governor to address the State FFA Convention.

07/02/2021 (Fri) Eight new Tennessee State FFA officers were named this week. Two of them spoke to us about what it means to them.

07/05/2021 (Mon) Chances are over the past few days you’ve had at least one cook out, and according to American Farm Bureau’s July 4th Market Basket Survey, 

chances are you probably spent around the same amount as last year.

07/06/2021 (Tue) Governor Bill Lee at the ribbon cutting of the new University of Tennessee Southern Campus in Pulaski, Tenn. The campus was formerly known as 

Martin Methodist, but now is the newest addition to the UT System.

07/07/2021 (Wed) Annie Meier of Anderson County recently took home the grand champion title in the state Junior Beef Expo Steer Show.

07/08/2021 (Thu) Following the June 30th USDA Acreage Report, markets are watching demand factors and potential weather impacts to crops.

07/09/2021 (Fri) It shouldn't be this way but one of the toughest jobs out there is trying to farm for a living.

07/12/2021 (Mon) As we move through July farmers are keeping a close eye on their crops. Here’s what farmers across the state are seeing with their crops.

07/13/2021 (Tue) One USDA priority is to transform the nation's food system, to make it more resilient and able to withstand any future crisis.

07/14/2021 (Wed) Wayne County won the first ever Kubota Hometown Proud contest. They're receiving $100,000 which they will use for their new agriculture center.

07/15/2021 (Thu) West TN farmer Wally Childress was recently named to the TWRA Board of Commissioners. He explains why he brings a unique voice to the table.

07/16/2021 (Fri) The livestock industry has seen it's up's and downs. Now the Biden Administration is looking to make the livestock market more fair.

07/19/2021 (Mon) The number of disease cases connected to ticks has more than doubled in the last 15 years, according to the CDC.

07/20/2021 (Tue) Lee Bagwell is the 2021 Young Farmer of The Year.

07/21/2021 (Wed) Young Farmers toured the Flowers Dairy during the Young Farmers and Ranchers Conference.

07/22/2021 (Thu) THIS WEEK ON THE CAMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AT MARTIN CLOSE TO 300 4-HERS, VOLUNTEERS AND EXTENTISON STAFF HAVE BEEN TAKING PART IN 

TENNESSEE 4-H ROUNDUP.

07/23/2021 (Fri) Dr. Ron Hanson recently addressed the Tennessee Young Farmers and Ranchers Conference to tell them about the importance of making a plan of 

succession for their family farm.



WUTM-FM "TENNESSEE HOME AND FARM RADIO" PUBLIC AFFAIRS FEATURE

This news and information feature is a production of the Tennessee Farm Bureau and is distributed daily by the Tennessee 

Radio Network (TRN).  This feature is a news and information vignette and covers many current event topics related to 

rural communities and the industry of agriculture across Tennessee. It features local guests as well as experts from 

across the state speaking on various topics.  This feature airs twice daily, Monday through Friday at 11:20AM and 4:20PM 

Central, and is two minutes in length.  The feature is hosted by Tennessee Farm Bureau's Lee Maddox and Amy Beckham.  

Summaries of topics are listed below.

DATE DESCRIPTION

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

07/26/2021 (Mon) A COUPLE OF YEARS AGO WHEN THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE IMPLEMENTED THEIR REUNIFICATION PROCESS, THEY ALSO FORMED A COMMISSION ON AG MADE UP OF 

STAKEHOLDERS WITHIN THE UNIVERSITY AND PARTNERS FROM THE AG COMMUNITY ACROSS THE STATE.

07/27/2021 (Tue) Tennessee Farm Bureau is turning 100 this Friday. On this episode of Tennessee Home and Farm Radio we hear from County presidents on their 

thoughts of the big milestone.

07/28/2021 (Wed) FOR THE PAST FEW DAYS, THE STARS OF THE TENNESSEE FFA HAVE BEEN TRAVELING THE STATE MEETING WITH SPONSORS AND STAKEHOLDERS TO SHOW THEIR THANKS 

FOR SUPPORTING THIS GREAT YOUTH ORGANIZATION.

07/29/2021 (Thu) In this episode of Tennessee Home and Farm Radio we hear from young farmers in Tennessee on what Farm Bureau means to them, and their thoughts on 

the organization turning 100.

07/30/2021 (Fri) July 30, 1921 was the official day that a group of farm leaders from across the state gathered in Nashville to form the Tennessee Farm Bureau 

Federation.

08/02/2021 (Mon) REPEAT

08/03/2021 (Tue) The Tennessee Cattlemen’s Association held their annual convention in Sevierville. The big topic that came up throughout the meeting was the lack 

of meat processing plants.

08/04/2021 (Wed) The Tennessee Cattlemen’s Association recently handed out several awards at their convention. We caught up with a couple of the winners for this 

episode of Tennessee Home and Farm Radio.

08/05/2021 (Thu) Dr. Temple Grandin recently addressed the Tennessee Cattlemen's Convention. She shared with them her work and research in how to better handle 

cattle.

08/06/2021 (Fri) National Farmers Market Week is this week which means folks across Tennessee are celebrating, as Debbie Ball, Tennessee Department of Agriculture 

business consultant stated.

08/09/2021 (Mon) UT Interim Plant Science Department Head, Dr. Gary Bates says more people are growing gardens than ever before. he explains how his department is 

helping people learn ow to grow their own food more effectively and efficiently.

08/10/2021 (Tue) Nebraska Rancher turned broadcaster, Trent Loos, travels around the world advocating for the agriculture industry. He recently addressed the 

Tennessee Cattlemen's Convention.

08/11/2021 (Wed) This week, 30 science teachers from across the country have been traveling and touring West Tennessee and learning a lot more than they ever 

imagined about the science involved with beef production.

08/12/2021 (Thu) This week cattle producers from all across the country are gathering in Nashville for the National Cattlemen's Beef Association Annual Convention 

and Trade Show.



WUTM-FM "TENNESSEE HOME AND FARM RADIO" PUBLIC AFFAIRS FEATURE

This news and information feature is a production of the Tennessee Farm Bureau and is distributed daily by the Tennessee 

Radio Network (TRN).  This feature is a news and information vignette and covers many current event topics related to 

rural communities and the industry of agriculture across Tennessee. It features local guests as well as experts from 

across the state speaking on various topics.  This feature airs twice daily, Monday through Friday at 11:20AM and 4:20PM 

Central, and is two minutes in length.  The feature is hosted by Tennessee Farm Bureau's Lee Maddox and Amy Beckham.  

Summaries of topics are listed below.

DATE DESCRIPTION

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

08/13/2021 (Fri) The Dairy Alliance had their Annual Dairy Conference this past week to bring new, innovative ideas to the dairy industry. Geri Berdak, CEO of the 

Dairy Alliance, said the conference was a success.

08/16/2021 (Mon) For the first time the Tennessee State Fair is in Wilson County. Governor Bill Lee helped celebrate the change of venue at the opening ceremony.

08/17/2021 (Tue) All 95 County Farm Bureau Presidents met for the annual County President's meeting last week. They discussed various issues.

08/18/2021 (Wed) A great day for Tennessee FFA at the FFA Ham Breakfast at the Tennessee State Fair - Wilson County Fair.

08/19/2021 (Thu) Tennessee 4-H Congress is meeting in Middle Tennessee this week. They also selected three new officers. The new officers explain what it means to 

them to be elected.

08/20/2021 (Fri) A century year old this year, Tennessee Farm Bureau is known as the voice of agriculture, and the main reason is because of meetings occurring 

all across the state right now.

08/23/2021 (Mon) Farmers’ Almanac editor Pete Geiger says the newest predictions for Winter and next year’s weather across the country are now out in the 2022 

Farmers’ Almanac.

08/24/2021 (Tue) Parts of Middle Tennessee saw extreme flooding this past weekend. Farmers in the impacted area are trying to assess the damage done their 

property and commodities.

08/25/2021 (Wed) Humphreys County University of Tennessee Extension Director Jerri Lynn Sims talks about the impact the historic flood on August 20-21, 2021 has 

had on her county.

08/26/2021 (Thu) Senator Bill Hagerty met with Giles County Farmers to discuss issues that they face.

08/27/2021 (Fri) As farmers begin to prepare to harvest this year's row crops, the outlook is strong for prices and yield, especially for corn.

08/30/2021 (Mon) Humphreys County saw historic flooding last Saturday, as more than 17 inches of rain fell. Farmers in the area are working to assess what they 

lost in the flood.

08/31/2021 (Tue) The cattle industry has been in the forefront in Washington DC recently, as congress works to understand the issues in the cattle market. Ethan 

Lane with NCBA tells us what other issues they’re advocating for in Washington DC.

09/01/2021 (Wed) Livestock shows continued at the state fair this year. Youth that participated describe what it means to be able to continue the tradition at a 

new location.

09/02/2021 (Thu) The excitment is building in Shelbyville this week leading up to the naming of the new World Grand Champion Tennessee Walking Horse at the 

National Celebration.



WUTM-FM "TENNESSEE HOME AND FARM RADIO" PUBLIC AFFAIRS FEATURE

This news and information feature is a production of the Tennessee Farm Bureau and is distributed daily by the Tennessee 

Radio Network (TRN).  This feature is a news and information vignette and covers many current event topics related to 

rural communities and the industry of agriculture across Tennessee. It features local guests as well as experts from 

across the state speaking on various topics.  This feature airs twice daily, Monday through Friday at 11:20AM and 4:20PM 

Central, and is two minutes in length.  The feature is hosted by Tennessee Farm Bureau's Lee Maddox and Amy Beckham.  

Summaries of topics are listed below.

DATE DESCRIPTION

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

09/03/2021 (Fri) Rural parts of Tennessee still don’t have access to high speed internet. The President of the Tennessee Broadband Association, Chris Townson, 

talks about efforts to address this problem.

09/06/2021 (Mon) The 2020 census data will reshape congressional districts. Matthew Hill with the Tennessee Treasury Office explains why.

09/07/2021 (Tue) A new forecast from USDA projects increased net farm income in 2021.

09/08/2021 (Wed) All eyes were on the final class of the Tennessee Walking Horse National Celebration this past Saturday night for the naming of the new World 

Grand Champion.

09/09/2021 (Thu) Voice of the Tennessee Titans Mike Keith praises farmers and the ag industry for coming together for the Shooting Hunger events to help those 

that are food insecure.

09/10/2021 (Fri) The United Producers Inc. Board met in Columbia at the Tennessee Farm Bureau this week.

09/13/2021 (Mon) Shooting Hunger came to Middle Tennessee. Organizers talk about how this fun event raises money for hungry people.

09/14/2021 (Tue) For the first time the Giles County Fair featured a celebrity cattle show. Several Tennessee celebrities participated to help shine a light on 

the agriculture industry.

09/15/2021 (Wed) Ranking member of the House Agriculture Committee, Glenn Thompson, of Pennsylvania recently visited Memphis to talk to farmers from Tennessee and 

Mississippi about issues they’re facing.

09/16/2021 (Thu) A new program is helping veterans return to society after the service by pairing them with jobs in the agriculture industry. The program is 

called VETSA.

09/17/2021 (Fri) Whether you are one of those that gets squeamish over the tiniest of insects or hates to mow the lawn, there are those that excited when talking 

about plants and bugs.

09/20/2021 (Mon) Freight rail rates are rising, which is putting a strain on farmers and ranchers that rely on rail to transport their commodities. Chad Smith has 

more on this episode of Tennessee Home and Farm Radio.

09/21/2021 (Tue) Mike Harrison of Tennessee Association of County Mayors talks about keeping rural counties viable.

09/22/2021 (Wed) Several counties in Middle Tennessee have seen flooding in the last week. That flooding has damaged some crops.

09/23/2021 (Thu) The United Nations is holding the first ever Food System Summit. U.S. Farmers and Ranchers in Action fought to make sure American farmers are 

represented at this summit.



WUTM-FM "TENNESSEE HOME AND FARM RADIO" PUBLIC AFFAIRS FEATURE

This news and information feature is a production of the Tennessee Farm Bureau and is distributed daily by the Tennessee 

Radio Network (TRN).  This feature is a news and information vignette and covers many current event topics related to 

rural communities and the industry of agriculture across Tennessee. It features local guests as well as experts from 

across the state speaking on various topics.  This feature airs twice daily, Monday through Friday at 11:20AM and 4:20PM 

Central, and is two minutes in length.  The feature is hosted by Tennessee Farm Bureau's Lee Maddox and Amy Beckham.  

Summaries of topics are listed below.

DATE DESCRIPTION

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

09/24/2021 (Fri) Farmers all across Tennessee are pretty much all in harvest mode as the weather is cooperating and combines and trucks are moving again through 

corn and soybean fields.

09/27/2021 (Mon) Robert Hill is the 2021 Tennessee second place Young Farmer and Rancher Achievement award winner. He received his second place Kubota Tractor 

last week.

09/28/2021 (Tue) Rutherford County native Catherine Harris recently won a plowing competition in Illinois. Harris is the fifth generation in her family to compete 

in this competition. She tells us what it means to carry on her family tradition and win in her first year competing.

09/29/2021 (Wed) Meat prices continue to rise for consumers, but producers are not making a profit. The Biden Administration is looking into why this is 

happening.

09/30/2021 (Thu) As we approach October, typically the driest month of the year, Tennessee farmers are hopeful to get ahead with harvest before more wet, colder 

conditions set in.

[END QTR]



WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"REELFOOT FORWARD: A WEST TENNESSEE PODCAST" PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM

This weekly educational/informational program celebrates the culture, spirit, accomplishments and history of West Tennessee and the 

KenTenn region.  This podcast-style program is produced by Discovery Park of America in Union City, Tennessee, and offers 

information to people new to the area and to people who want to learn more about the local region.  A different guest is interviewed 

each week; some guests include people actively making a difference in local culture and economy, while other guests are historians 

who provide insight on the rich culture of the local area.  Program airs Sundays at Noon Central.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

7/18/2021 12:00 48:00 27455 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

As an Emmy award-winning writer and producer, Henri Giles has many fascinating 

stories she now shares with her students at the University of Tennessee at 

Martin. After earning her bachelor’s degree in communications, she worked in a 

variety of positions in broadcast and cable television. In this episode, she 

shares details about her unique life experiences that include working as a field 

producer for the Oprah Winfrey Network and producing an Emmy Award-winning 

documentary narrated by Alfre Woodard.

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams

7/25/2021 12:00 50:00 27516 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

Spend a little time with Dan Knowles, and you’ll quickly find yourself inspired 

by this award-winning writer, artist and musician. In this episode, he shares 

the arts journey that took him from his childhood in California to the stage of 

the Grand Old Opry to riverboats on the Mississippi to his current home in 

Paris, Tenn.  Today, Knowles both plays and creates banjos, mandolins and 

dulcimers in his Paris studio and is the artist responsible for many of the 

giant murals now found on many of the large buildings in town.

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams

8/1/2021 12:00 21:00 27517 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

Dresden, Tenn. native Gwendolyn Hopkins has been making people laugh for as long 

as she can remember. In this episode, Hopkins shares her journey on becoming a 

professional comedian, while maintaining a career in human resources. Hopkins 

tells the story of how her friends, family and faith have shaped her comedy and 

who she is today. Learn more information about her comedy and upcoming shows on 

her Facebook, Instagram and Youtube.

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams

8/8/2021 12:00 49:00 27518 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

Roy Herron is a public servant, attorney, minister and author with a deep-rooted 

history in West Tennessee. In this episode, he shares some of the stories from 

his new book, “Faith in Politics: Southern Political Battles Past and Present.” 

Herron has a lot to draw from after a career that includes 16 years as a 

Tennessee State Senator and 10 years as a Tennessee State Representative. He is 

also a former Methodist minister, a professional speaker and was a teacher at 

both Vanderbilt and at his alma mater, The University of Tennessee at Martin. 

You will also love to listen in as Herron talks about some of the fascinating 

characters he has met in his career and shares his valuable insight on both 

religion at politics today. 

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams



WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"REELFOOT FORWARD: A WEST TENNESSEE PODCAST" PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM

This weekly educational/informational program celebrates the culture, spirit, accomplishments and history of West Tennessee and the 

KenTenn region.  This podcast-style program is produced by Discovery Park of America in Union City, Tennessee, and offers 

information to people new to the area and to people who want to learn more about the local region.  A different guest is interviewed 

each week; some guests include people actively making a difference in local culture and economy, while other guests are historians 

who provide insight on the rich culture of the local area.  Program airs Sundays at Noon Central.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

8/15/2021 12:00 29:00 27519 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

John Perez's passion for healthy living and anti-bullying lead him to the 

fascinating world of jiu jitsu, a self defense based martial arts. Perez and his 

wife Riss are the owners of Dogwood Brazilian Jiu Jitsu and Self Defense in 

Dyersburg, Tenn.  From Texas to Tennessee, Perez has spread his knowledge of jiu 

jitsu to children and adults alike, teaching them self defense and the benefits 

of living a healthy lifestyle. His goal is to build a team of individuals from 

the Dyer County community that are looking for self defense training, fitness 

and anti-bullying strategies in a fun and safe family environment. To learn more 

about Dogwood Brazilian Jiu Jitsu visit dogwoodbjj.com or visit their Facebook 

page.

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams

8/29/2021 12:00 45:00 57520 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

Broadway performer Bart Shatto is currently at work with a team in New York on a 

new play about Tennessean David Crockett. The folk hero, frontiersman, 

politician and Tennessee settler made his home in Northwest Tennessee from 1822 

until he departed for the Alamo in 1835. In this episode, Shatto shares the 

inspiration behind his exciting career and a few of the details of his upcoming 

play about Crockett. Shatto was a member of the original Broadway casts of the 

Tony-nominated "Hands on a Hardbody" and "The Civil War," he has also been seen 

on Broadway in "War Paint," the iconic role of Jean Valjean in "Les Miserables" 

and originating the role of Quincey Morris in "Dracula." His television credits 

include guest appearances on "Murphy Brown," NBC's "Chicago Med," Fox Family's 

"Ghost Stories,"  and "Guiding Light." As a singer, Shatto is a veteran member 

of the Gold/Platinum-selling symphonic progressive rock band Trans-Siberian 

Orchestra.

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams

9/5/2021 12:00 43:00 27522 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

In this episode, Sherry Freeman shares her lifelong passion for education and 

her journey from the rural community of Bradford, Tenn. to her current position 

as executive director of the Jackson Symphony. Freeman’s passion for the arts 

was born from her desire to enrich the quality of life for those who call West 

Tennessee home.

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams

9/12/2021 12:00 35:00 27524 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

LeEllen Smith created OUTsideIN after she saw a need in her community in 2013 

when Obion County, Tenn.'s largest employer left town. Smith worked to create a 

nonprofit that empowers marginalized women through the creation of whimsical 

products and meaningful employment. In this episode, Smith dives into the 

details of running a nonprofit like OUTsideIN and the importance of community 

support.

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams



WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"REELFOOT FORWARD: A WEST TENNESSEE PODCAST" PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM

This weekly educational/informational program celebrates the culture, spirit, accomplishments and history of West Tennessee and the 

KenTenn region.  This podcast-style program is produced by Discovery Park of America in Union City, Tennessee, and offers 

information to people new to the area and to people who want to learn more about the local region.  A different guest is interviewed 

each week; some guests include people actively making a difference in local culture and economy, while other guests are historians 

who provide insight on the rich culture of the local area.  Program airs Sundays at Noon Central.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

9/19/2021 12:00 45:30 27527 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

This special episode was recorded during the celebration of David Crockett's 

235th birthday at Discovery Park of America in Union City, Tenn. Podcast host 

Scott Williams is Discovery Park’s president and CEO and recently published “The 

Accidental Fame and Lack of Fortune of West Tennessee’s David Crockett.” In this 

program that took place in front of an audience at the museum that day, he 

explored how Crockett rose from the Tennessee frontier to international icon 

with panelists Bart Shatto and Dr. Arthur Hunt.  Shatto is a member of the 

original Broadway casts of Tony-nominated “Hands on a Hardbody” and “The Civil 

War.” He has also been seen on Broadway in ‘War Paint,” in the iconic role of 

Jean Valjean in “Les Miserables” and he originated the role of Quincey Morris in 

“Dracula.” Shatto and a team are currently working on a new play, “The Life and 

Times of Davy Crockett,” that takes place in Memphis the night before he departs 

for Texas.  Dr. Hunt is professor of Mass Media and Strategic Communication at 

the University of Tennessee at Martin where he teaches public speaking related 

courses. He has also performed a living history program for Tennessee state 

parks, schools and other venues called, “The Story of Davy Crockett as told by 

Himself.”

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams

9/26/2021 12:00 50:00 27528 Reelfoot Forward: A West 

Tennessee Podcast

In addition to his work as director of education and community engagement at the 

new Tennessee State Museum, Jeff Sellers is one of a group of Tennesseans who 

have been searching for the grave of John Haywood. Although today Haywood has 

been forgotten by most, he has been called “the father of Tennessee history,” “a 

fascinating eccentric,” “an overlooked Tennessee historian” and “the author of 

the most important legal innovation in antebellum southern history.” Haywood, 

the namesake of Tennessee’s Haywood County, authored three histories of the Old 

Southwest and authored four legal works, each of which served as a template for 

legal practice in the states of North Carolina and Tennessee. In 1820, he also 

played a central role in founding the first historical society in the Old 

Southwest, The Tennessee Antiquarian Society.

Discovery Park of America, 

Union City, TN              

Host Scott Williams

[END QTR]



WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"FOR THE RECORD" PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM

This weekly news and information program (production beginning in August and ending in May) is a production of the WUTM-FM News 

Department and highlights guests from around campus, speaking about different day-to-day topics that affect students, staff and 

faculty.  Various guests featured on the program could include University of Tennessee Chancellors, department chairs, professors 

speaking about various campus topics, or students discussing careers and daily life -- and what it means to be a UT Martin Skyhawk.  

Program airs Fridays 10:30AM and 2:00PM Central.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

9/10/2021 14:00 5:00 27523 For the Record Host Hanna Bilger talks with Tre Hargett about voter registration tailgate event 

at UT Martin family weekend football game.

WUTM-FM, Host Hannah Bilger

9/17/2021 14:00 5:45 27563 For the Record Host Hannah Bilger talks to UT alum Crystal Hayslett about her success in acting 

and TV.  She also talks about her success in Tyler Perry's current BET Network 

program, "Sistas."

WUTM-FM, Host Hannah Bilger

9/24/2021 14:00 15:00 For the Record Hannah talks with Weakley County Prevention Coalition director Courtney Echols 

about the coalition and how it aids the residents of Weakley County on matters 

of drug prevention education.

WUTM-FM, Host Hannah Bilger

9/27/2021 14:00 16:15 For the Record Hannah talks with Martin Rotary president Josh Moore about Rotary and the 

activities he participates in.

WUTM-FM, Host Hannah Bilger

[END QTR]



WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"LET'S TALK GREEK" PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM

This news and information program (production beginning in August and ending in May) is a production of WUTM-FM 

staff and showcases various Greek clubs and activities on campus.  Program airs bi-weekly on Wednesdays 10:30AM 

and 2:00PM Central.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

9/22/2021 14:00 12:30 27564 Let's Talk Greek Eden speaks with Walker Ware about the mens' recruitment 

and the process of recruitment.  They also discussed how 

COVID affected Ware personally.  Also discussed was his 

fraternity's first meeting as well as the shutdown of the 

Sigma Chi house.

WUTM-FM, Host Eden Miller

[END QTR]



WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"SGA ROUNDUP" PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM

This news and information program (production beginning in August and ending in May) is a production of WUTM-FM 

staff and discusses people, events and changes in UT Martin student goverment.  Program airs bi-weekly on 

Wednesdays 10:30AM and 2:00PM Central.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

9/15/2021 14:00 11:20 27526 SGA Roundup Colby Maclin sits down with Sidney Church, SGA President, 

to discuss what SGA is and how you can get involved on 

campus through Student Government.

WUTM-FM, Host Colby Maclin

9/29/2021 14:00 13:15 27566 SGA Roundup Colby Maclin talks with SGA Vice President Dawson 

Gremmels about freshman council, his responsibilities in 

SGA, and SGA bills.

WUTM-FM, Host Colby Maclin

[END QTR]



WUTM-FM 

DATE TIME LENGTH SHOW# PGM DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTOR

"BEHIND THE MIC" PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM

This news and information program (production beginning in August and ending in May) is a production of WUTM-FM 

staff and discusses how musical artists and people of note create their product as well as discusses the impact 

their talents have on the industry of music and the arts.  Program airs weekly on Monday 10:30AM and 2:00PM 

Central.

Issues addressed during this quarter include:

9/7/2021 14:00 15:30 27458 Behind The Mic Dylan Ingram talks with Saw Lightning lead singer Ian 

Browne to discuss his band's future.

WUTM-FM, Social Media Director 

and Host Dylan Ingram

9/14/2021 14:00 17:00 27525 Behind The Mic Dylan interviews country music superstar Ryan Daniel 

about his background in the USAF as well as entertaining 

troops, country music, and more.

WUTM-FM, Social Media Director 

and Host Dylan Ingram

9/21/2021 14:00 13:30 27447 Behind The Mic Dylan interviews singer-songwriter Stephanie Lambring 

about her folk music talents and the human element that 

her music addresses.

WUTM-FM, Social Media Director 

and Host Dylan Ingram

9/28/2021 14:00 15:30 27451 Behind The Mic Dylan speaks with songwriter and multi-talent Trey Mills 

about making it in the music industry, starting with 

recording engineering and working his way up the ladder.

WUTM-FM, Social Media Director 

and Host Dylan Ingram

[END QTR]



End of report.


